From Tradition & Passion come Great things
Simon & Patrick Guitars to release high end Showcase Series with
AER electronics.
For immediate release:
Montreal, Canada-January 9th, 2006 - Tradition and passion go hand in hand when
speaking of the skilled and devoted luthiers who meticulously build each model in the
Simon & Patrick Showcase series. Built in a separate, secluded acoustic studio and
worked on by a handful of the finest luthiers in the business, these instruments are the
upper echelon of the S&P line and come from a long lineage of acoustic guitars to lust
after. Previously known as the Pro Series, the S&P Showcase guitars can be said to
be some of the greatest acoustic guitars that the parent Canadian company, Godin
Guitars, has ever built.
The Showcase models are now available with the new electronic system by Audio
Electric Research with internal sound-hole control. Shaped for maximum dynamic
range and audio performance, to capture the true sound of the guitar, the AER
features an internal microphone and under saddle transducer. Blending the two is
made possible by using the very accessible volume controls, found cleverly peaking
out of the sound-hole on the low E side. Quick adjustments made easy, in live
situations.
The particular model pictured here is the S&P Showcase Mahogany AER. This wonder
of Canadian craftsmanship, as with all Showcase guitars, features a Select Pressure
Tested solid spruce, compound curve top, whose optimal response is achieved and
supported by scalloped, extra light, Adirondack spruce bracing. A high gloss Custom
Polished Finish, allows the top not only to be protected but also to breathe and vibrate
freely. This promotes the ever important aging process, in which your guitar will sound
better the more it is played over time. Other features include, solid mahogany back &
sides, a double function truss rod which is housed inside the very comfortable
mahogany neck with rosewood fingerboard and finished off with Tusq top nut and fully
compensated saddle. This guitar beautifully combines both the warmth of the
mahogany back and the brighter tones of the spruce top to further expand the acoustic
palette of its player.
All S&P Showcase guitars come with the innovative and rugged Deluxe TRIC
case (Thermally Regulated Instrument Case) to protect your instrument
from the elements, as well as any unforeseen baggage claim warriors.

SPECS:
Neck: Honduras Mahogany
Fingerboard: Indian Rosewood
Top: Select Pressure Tested Solid Spruce top
Back & Sides: Solid Mahogany
Bridge: Indian Rosewood
Saddle: Tusq (fully compensated)
Top Nut: Tusq
Finish: High gloss Custom Polished Finish
Scale: 24.84" (63 cm)
Radius: 16" (40,6 cm)
Nut Width: 1.72" (4,37 cm)
Machine Heads: S&P 14:1 gold machines with cream knobs
Optional electronics: AER Electronics system
Case: Includes Deluxe Tric Case

www.simonandpatrick.com
Simon & Patrick Guitars are handcrafted in LaPatrie, Québec Canada.
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